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Chapter 19: Money-Dealing Capital 
I  The nature of money-dealing capital1 

In the case of merchants’ capital, the commercial functions of industrial capital assumed an autonomous 
existence in the form of capital which was independently functioning in its own right. Now, insofar as a part of 
industrial capital (as well as commercial capital) assumes the technical movements undergone by money in the 
circulation process of industrial and commodity-dealing capital in autonomous form, we can speak of the 
existence of money-dealing capital, money-dealing insofar as it fulfils the technical functions of money in the 
circulation of capital, and capital insofar as it ‘performs these operations of the reproduction process for the 
whole of the remaining capital’, i.e. as ‘movements of a now independent part of the industrial capital in the 
course of its reproduction process.’2 

What are these ‘technical functions of money’? Capitalists, be they industrial capitalists of merchant capitalists, 
are constantly having to make payments and receive money in the form of payments. These operations require 
accounts to be drawn up and balanced, and this requires labour, labour that is not value creating, but a cost of 
circulation. 

In addition to this, a given part of capital always exists in the form of a hoard, as ‘potential money capital’;3 but 
this unoccupied capital, in the form of money, not only has to be ‘looked after’, it is constantly being 
transformed into means of circulation and payment, and then reinforced with money received from sales and 
payments falling due. A part of the total social capital that exists as unoccupied capital in money form is in fact 
in constant movement; this too gives rise to the expenditure of (non-value creating) labour. 

These costs, which are costs of circulation, are reduced for the capitalist class as a whole by their being 
undertaken, through a division of labour within the capitalist class, by a ‘special department of agents or 
capitalists’.4 

Marx notes that here, just as with merchant’s capital, there is a ‘double division of labour’ in operation; first, 
because the functions of money become a special business, and, second, because they are carried out as a special 
business, the operations are performed on a large scale, permitting a division of labour among specialists. 

 

2  The historical emergence of money-dealing capital  

The specific operations which with the development of money-dealing capital take on the autonomous character 
of a special business arise out of the characteristics and functions of money itself. 

Money-dealing itself emerges out of international trade: the existence of national coinages require merchants 
who trade abroad to convert one national coin into another, or to convert coins into uncoined pure silver or 
gold (i.e. world money). Out of this develop exchange banks, dealing in silver or gold – as distinct from currency 
– as world money.  

The bullion trade – trade in gold and silver as commodities – ‘mediates the functions of money as world 
money.’5 The transactions involved are of two sorts: circulation between national spheres of circulation in the 

                                                 
1 Where I insert my own subheads they appear, as here, in sans serif type. 
2 Karl Marx, Capital volume 3 (Harmondsworth, 1981) [hereafter C3], p. 431. 
3 C3, p. 432. 
4 C3, p. 432. 
5 C3, p. 434. 
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form of the settlement of international payments, and the flow of precious metals from their sources of 
production.6 

The bullion trade emerges from the fact that national currencies confront each other as world money, i.e. they 
are reduced to their gold or silver content, which means that they are reduced in turn to their (constantly 
changing) mutual value ratio. Out of this double function of money, as both national and world money, emerges 
the role of the money-dealer. 

With the rise of the capitalist process of production, money is accumulated as a hoard, initially as a reserve fund 
of means of purchase and payment.7 This is followed by the hoarding of idle capital temporarily stuck in money 
form, and of capital freshly accumulated and not yet invested. At this stage, the hoard requires the functions of 
storage, book-keeping, and so on. The business of money-dealing is completed once it takes on the functions of 
credit (which we will deal with in the next section). 

 

3  The distinction between commodity-dealing and money-dealing capital 

The circulation of money in general is a result – is determined by – commodity circulation; and commodity 
circulation is the result of the circulation process of capital. Money-dealing does not mediate the reproduction of 
capital; money-dealing’s mediation is 

confined to the technical operations of monetary circulation, which it concentrates, reduces and simplifies. 
Money-dealing does not form hoards, but it supplies the technical means for hoard formation […]. The 
money trade does not buy precious metals, but only mediates their distribution after the commodity trade has 
bought them. Money-dealing mediates the settlement of accounts, in so far as money functions as means of 
payment, and by the mechanism it creates for these settlements it reduces the quantity of money these 
require; but it determines neither the relationship nor the volume of these mutual payments.8 

This is the distinction between commodity-dealing, and money-dealing (and hence between commodity-dealing 
capital and money-dealing capital): commodity-dealing mediates commodity exchange;9 the mediation realised by 
money-dealing ‘involves only the technical aspects of the metamorphosis [of commodities], and not its material 
aspects.’10 This can be seen from the changes of form undergone by the capitals themselves. Commodity-dealing 
capital transcribes the movement M – C – M ; money-dealing capital M – M' . 

With regard to the latter, two things are clear. First, the money capital the money-dealers have at their disposal is 
the circulating money capital of merchant and industrial capitalists; ‘the operations the money dealers perform 
are simply the operations of the merchants and industrialists, mediated by the former.’11 

Second, the profit reaped by the money dealers is deducted from surplus-value produced, ‘since they are dealing 
only with values already realised (even if realised only in the form of claims for payment).’12 

                                                 
6 We are ignoring here ‘the way that the settlement of international payments develops further in the exchange business, 
etc., together with everything related to dealings in securities, in short, all the specific forms of the credit system’. C3, p. 
434. 
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